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Abstract

Keyes [2004, p. 15] says: “In the post-truth era we don’t just have truth or
lies but a third category of ambiguous statements that are not exactly the
truth but fall short of a lie”. In this paper about Hector’s and Māui dolphin
management in New Zealand, we argue that some scientific knowledge
about these species presented and disseminated in ways that equate to
this third category and as such may be classed as ‘post-truth type
communication’. This generates citizen mistrust in science, scientists and
government agencies and inflames conflict among informed stakeholders.
We argue trust may be rebuilt by a combination of deliberative approaches
to environmental governance, transparency about uncertainties,
information gaps and divergent scientific opinions, and reformulation of
normal scientific approaches and assumptions to those advocated by
post-normal science.
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Introduction

In a post-truth world, the boundaries between truth, lies, fact and fiction become
increasingly blurred [Keyes, 2019]. When feelings and beliefs are as likely to
influence public opinion as scientific facts, trust in the integrity of science is
undermined [L. Davis et al., 2018]. Some commentators have argued Science and
Technology Studies (STS) has contributed to the post-truth era [Calcutt, 2016 and
others, cited in Conway, 2017]; that by critiquing the hegemony of science,
exposing the subjectivities involved in the creation of scientific knowedge, STS has
risked undermining science [Latour, 2004b; cited in Conway, 2017]. Certainly some
have focused attention on scientific uncertainties and subjectivities in order to
manufacture distrust in science. For example, the emails resulting in ‘climategate’
were used by climate change deniers to “provide a misleading and distorted view
of science, which deviates from genuine concern over scientific uncertainty”
Article
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[Nerlich, 2010, p. 4] while the tobacco industry manufactured a debate about the
accuracy of scientific data linking cancer and tobacco use [Oreskes and Conway,
2011].
However, disclosing the processes involved in science formation and calling for the
democratisation of expertise can help navigate the dangers of the post-truth era
[Monteiro, 2017]. Conversely, “framing science as a truth in need of restoration” is
more likely to contribute to a continuing scepticism towards science [Monteiro,
2017, para 4]. In a similar vein Gluckman [2015] considers trust in science must be
earned and the best way to do this is “by playing it straight, being consistent and
recognising and labelling our own limits and biases as scientists”. Post-normal
science (PNS) provides approaches designed to do this [Funtowicz and Ravetz,
2003; van der Sluijs, 2008], as we demonstrate in this paper.
The rise of STS as an academic discipline paralleled the rise of public concern over
a panoply of science issues. Issues connected to biotech and medical ethics for
example, are increasingly causing concern among citizens and scientists [Moore
et al., 2011]. For example, U.S. GMO risk assessments are often undertaken by
GMO industries [Nowotny, 2003], while the FDA1 have been criticised for allowing
pharmaceutical companies to pay FDA regulator salaries [Cohen, 2006]. Given
increasing public mistrust in the authority of scientific evidence, along with
increasing public scepticism towards scientific impartiality, it becomes important to
critically examine the ways science is communicated so that mistrust and
scepticism are not further inflamed [L. Davis et al., 2018]. As Lindenfeld et al.
[Lindenfeld et al., 2012, p. 29; citing Latour, 2004a] say: “Communication practices
are essential within decision making because what knowledge gets counted as
valid is as important as the knowledge itself”.
Nowhere is this more pertinent than in marine and coastal environmental
management, where science is often uncertain and a range of values and
perspectives about use and conservation of resources often conflict [Berkes, 2006;
Wilson, 2009]. Like Spangenberg [2011], we believe increasing stakeholder
participation in environmental decision-making is crucial for rebuilding trust in
key public science, but this must be supported by changes to the overall systems of
science and governance. Insights from environmental communication scholars
about deliberative forms of participatory engagement can help generate
meaningful stakeholder participation [Daniels and Walker, 2012], while insights
from PNS about approaching the complexities, uncertainties and controversies
inherent in environmental problems can help to reformulate systems of science and
governance [Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003]. In this paper we use such insights to
examine the management of rare, endemic, New Zealand Hector’s and Māui
dolphins, looking at ways relevant scientific knowledge is presented and
disseminated, alongside related stakeholder perceptions. In recent years the
management of these species has been controversial, particularly in relation to the
extent and stringency of fishing restrictions used to minimise dolphin threat.
Successive management approaches have evolved within a context of research and
knowledge about these dolphin which is incomplete and frequently contested.
Using Hector’s and Māui dolphin threat management plans, related literature and
research, and interviews from a wide range of New Zealand (NZ) stakeholders, we
1 U.S.

Food and Drug Administration.
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illustrate how the handling and communication of some dolphin research, which
lacks the degree of transparency that could lead to an informed public, is presented
in ways that can sway public opinion in the favour of certain perspectives. As our
research indicates, handling knowledge in this way contributes to mistrust and
conflict between different stakeholder groups and to deepening, rather than
ameliorating, public controversy [Senecah, 2004; van der Sluijs et al., 2005].
Specifically, we conclude a lack of transparency about research uncertainties runs
the risk of contributing to post-truth types of information transfer and we seek to
illuminate how open discussions about research uncertainties and knowledge gaps
can reduce post-truth types of knowledge dissemination, mistrust and conflict. We
argue that during policy conflict where many voices aim to influence public
opinion and decision making, science can maintain a respected position, not by
claiming privilege regarding the superiority of its knowledge over other types of
knowledge, but by being a voice of integrity [Gluckman, 2015; Jasanoff, 2017;
Monteiro, 2017].

Context

The management of Hector’s and Māui dolphins in New Zealand is a complex,
conflict-ridden and controversial issue, underpinned by uncertain science [Palliser
and Dodson, 2017]. Māui dolphins live off the west coast of North Island, while
Hector’s are found mainly along the coasts of South Island. Their latest abundance
estimates are between 12,000 and 18,500 Hector’s [MacKenzie and Clement, 2016]
and between 57 and 75 Māui2 [Baker et al., 2016]. Set nets (also termed gill nets) are
considered to be the major threat to these animals [Manning and Grantz, 2016].
Rules controlling set-netting and trawling, resulting from the ‘Hector’s and Māui
Dolphin Threat Management Plan’ (TMP),3 have been placed over many coastal
areas as a result [Ministry for Primary Industries, 2013]4 . Conflict between fishers
and conservationists over these rules has been high; fishers argue the stringency of
the rules is unjustified and will negatively impact on their livelihoods [Penny et al.,
2007], while conservationists consider rules need to be extended to prevent the risk
of extinction [Maas, 2017]. This conflict operates at both national and local levels.
At the national level, debate continues over the interpretation of dolphin related
science, the stringency of fisheries restrictions, and fisheries and endangered
species policy. A range of actors are engaged, such as policy makers, regulatory
agencies, scientists, NGOs, industry bodies and iwi Māori. The effects of policy are
felt locally however and generally local conflict has occurred where dolphin habitat
and range and fishing uses overlap and the TMP is in effect, such as the Tāranaki
coast and Bank’s Peninsula. Likewise, the New Zealand government has to
mediate between its important commercial fishing industry and conservation
organisations regularly calling for increased protection. From time to time both
constituencies seek to engage and influence public opinion on these issues.5
Despite concerted scientific effort since the 1980s, uncertainties and knowledge
gaps remain [Tyre and Michaels, 2011]. Without scientific consensus and with
2 Māui

dolphins are listed as critically endangered.
is an evolving non-statutory management plan under the auspices of the NZ Department of
Conservation (DOC) and Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) [Ministry for Primary Industries and
Department of Conservation, 2012].
4 The MPI is the New Zealand Ministry for Primary Industries, who are responsible for the
commercial fishing industry and other NZ primary industries.
5 See for instance, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11271367;
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/73610305/null.
3 This
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considerable scientific uncertainty regarding population trends and fishing
impacts, research results are prone to criticism from both conservationists and
fishers, reducing trust and inflaming conflict.
Extensive public consultation and the use of advisory groups has characterised the
TMP. This has included substantial consultation documents, public submissions
and agency-led meetings. Initial fishing rules under the TMP were established in
2008 after a year of consultations and information dissemination around New
Zealand [Anderton, 2008] and a 2012 TMP review of Māui management resulted in
further consultation, and extra rules [Guy, 2013]. In addition, two
multi-stakeholder advisory groups, the Māui Research Advisory Group (RAG)6
and the Aquatic Environment Working Group (AEWG)7 provide information and
advice to DOC and the MPI but are not included in decision-making. Despite these
clear attempts to involve stakeholders, widespread dissatisfaction with agency
decisions and long-term conflict between stakeholder groups remains.

Communicating
uncertainty;
rebuilding trust

Inherent uncertainties characterise the knowledge informing natural resource
management (NRM) [Daniels and Walker, 2012; Wilson and Jacobsen, 2013].
Consequently, decision-making requires science communication that engages
citizens in dialogue, rather than ‘deficit’ approaches relying on information
transmission [Lindenfeld et al., 2012]. Trust in science does not appear to have been
increased by deficit approaches [Kurath and Gisler, 2009], which appear to
undermine the citizen engagement and mobilisation that engenders social change
and problem solving [Brulle, 2010]. Senecah [2004] explains how lack of
meaningful citizen and stakeholder participation can be a flash point for conflict
and discusses how a lack of access (able to engage with understanding and be
heard), standing (respect, consideration and esteem given to all perspectives) and
influence (to play a meaningful role in decision-making) can result in entrenched
distrust of authorities. She argues many common forms of public participation (for
example, the New Zealand approaches of consultation and submissions described
above) do not fill these criteria. Creating, building and maintaining trust should be
the key focus of participatory approaches [Senecah, 2004]. Similarly, others have
pointed to the potential for schismogenesis [Bateson, 1935; Brox, 2000; Harrison
and Loring, 2014], whereby the relative positions within in environmental conflict
become ever more polarised and intractable.
As a discipline, environmental communication has embraced the ‘deliberative turn’
in public participation theory and practice. As Walker [2007, p. 101] says: “Dialogue
fosters learning; learning generates shared understanding, and shared understanding supports deliberation”. Deliberation means ideas can be critically examined
by stakeholder groups, leading to informed discussions about effective decisions
[Walker, 2007; citing Daniels and Walker, 2001]. Daniels and Walker [2012] discuss
‘Collaborative Learning’, a facilitated deliberative approach to NRM decision6 RAG discusses research about Māui dolphins. Includes stakeholders from DOC, MPI, ENGOs,
the fishing industry, iwi, academics [Department of Conservation, 2014].
7 AEWG focuses on fishing impacts on aquatic environments and often meets with the DOC
Conservation Service Program Technical Working Group (which examines research about fishing
impacts). Stakeholders include DOC, MPI, ENGOs, academics, the fishing industry [Ministry for
Primary Industries, 2009]
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making based on soft systems thinking,8 used successfully for over two decades.
However, such approaches are still not common in New Zealand [Eppel, 2014].
The critical emancipatory lens of environmental communication, together with its
engagement with effective participatory approaches, means it can make important
contributions to sustainability science [L. Davis et al., 2018; Lindenfeld et al., 2012],
especially to the ‘science of sustainability’. This is a term used by Spangenberg
[2011] to describe the type of science needed to understand the complexity of
human-environmental systems. Spangenberg [2011] explains this type of science is
PNS, a reformulation of science for when issues are complex, knowledge is
uncertain, values in dispute and decisions urgent [Funtowicz and Ravetz, 2003]. In
such situations normal science knowledge can no longer reliably underpin policy,
leading to requirements for deliberative forms of stakeholder involvement and
transdisciplinary research, which support effective decision-making under
conditions of complexity, uncertainty and controversy.9 Central to dialogic and
participatory approaches is the recognition that any process supporting the
integration or reconciliation of opposing viewpoints must be well-designed from
the outset, incorporating specific features, such as trust building, social learning,
the integration of differing knowledges, and institutionalisation [Walker, 2007;
Reed, 2008]. Indeed, while deliberative, dialogic or participatory approaches
should not be seen as a panacea [Conley and Moote, 2003], the adoption of a
post-normal science perspective opens up the possibilities of novel approaches,
where the incomplete or uncertain nature of normal science can serve as a barrier to
conflict resolution.
Many conservation and environmental management challenges arise out of the
complex social-ecological systems in which such conflicts are embedded [Anderies,
Walker and Kinzig, 2006; Armitage, 2007]. Uncertainties and knowledge gaps,
diverse perspectives, understandings and values are normal. Waltner-Towes, Kay
and Lister [2008] advocate soft systems approaches for multi-stakeholder
decision-making, which aims to find the best rather than the correct way forward,
as scientific certainties to underpin decisions are unlikely. Sharing the diverse
understandings and values arising from different perspectives is an important step
in such approaches, along with critical, reflexive examination of knowledge that
may be used to inform policy [Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010].
Kay [2008, p. 31] explains that systems thinking falls in the domain of PNS, saying:
“in the world of normal science there is little use for a scheme which cannot say
which singular answer is correct!” Normal science evaluates divergent scientific
perspectives to choose the most reliable one, which becomes the one presented to
policy-makers. However, PNS advocates making the plural, conditional nature of
incomplete and uncertain knowledge transparent. In this way dissenting voices
and relevant non-scientific bodies of knowledge become available to policy-makers
and the public [Stirling, 2010, p. 2]. Tools have been developed to facilitate such
spaces, for example the ‘pedigree of knowledge’ discussed by Craye, Funtowicz
and van der Sluijs [2005], which gives citizens the opportunity to discuss with
scientists the assumptions, knowledge gaps and uncertainties in their research.
8 Soft

systems thinking and methodology focuses on systems of human activity, for example when
people come together to make decisions. [see Checkland, 2000].
9 Which includes researchers from different disciplines as well as from outside the academy
[Spangenberg, 2011; Jahn, Bergmann and Keil, 2012].
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However, such tools are less effective within a ‘normal science’ cultural frame. In
this case uncertainties may be used strategically by groups to promote their
perspectives [van der Sluijs et al., 2005] or divergent perspectives may result in
debate about which is true, rather than deliberating all perspectives to find the best
way forward. Different perspectives need to be able to ‘communicate with one
another, influence each other, and reach some sort of coherence’ [Petersen et al.,
2011, p. 382]. Yet changing a normal science cultural frame into one which accepts
and embraces multiple divergent perspectives and learning how to work with
these, while making uncertainties transparent, is inevitably a slow transition.
According to Jasanoff [2017]:
Public truths cannot be dictated. . . .neither by a pure, all-knowing science nor
unilaterally from the throne of power. Science and democracy, at their best, are
modest enterprises because both are mistrustful of their own authority. Each
gain by making their doubts explicit.

Citizen questions about knowledge claims, such as who is making them, what is
the evidence and what opportunity there has been for criticism and the
representation of countervailing arguments, are reasonable and should be
answered [Jasanoff, 2017]. Knowledge used for environmental governance requires
knowledge holders to declare their values and interests and be open to deliberation
regarding knowledge gaps, uncertainties and diverse perspectives [van den Hove,
2007]. Currently such transparency is not the norm in NZ; even when stakeholder
participation is enshrined within policies, non-scientific knowledge10 may still be
marginalised in environmental decision-making, demotivating stakeholder
participants, who may ‘lose faith in the system and feel fooled’ as a result [Linke
and Jentoft, 2014, p. 159]. In addition, the approaches used by science to show what
has been learned and how it was learned may be opaque to non-experts through
the use of disciplinary jargon, dense concepts or complex methods [Wilson and
Jacobsen, 2013].
Despite increasing public distrust of science [L. Davis et al., 2018; Moore et al.,
2011] underlying societal assumptions within the normal science cultural frame
regarding the objectivity and reliability of science, means knowledge presented as
‘scientific’ can silence concerns. Accordingly, subjective knowledge may be
presented as objective or scientific, and coercive rather than deliberative
approaches may be used to gain public acceptance of products or policies [Wilson,
2009]. “The desire for scientific answers is great, while the automatic authority of
science is a thing of the past” [Wilson, 2009, p. 39]. This illustrates the slow
transition from a normal to a PNS cultural frame, which has implications for the
success of deliberative forums. The underlying assumptions of participants, their
thoughts and beliefs (for example, about science and other forms of knowledge)
can undermine important forum parameters, determining, for example, who is
silenced or whose knowledge is counted as important [Fischer, 2006; Sprain and
Reinig, 2018].
If science is assumed to be the best knowledge, people will try to use it to support
their perspectives. This leads to the concept of ‘strategic science translation’ (SST)
10 For

example, the practical wisdom of fishers, local ecological knowledge or indigenous
knowledge (for example, mātauranga Māori).
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developed by [Cordner, 2015, p. 915] who says “engaging in selective, interpretive
or inaccurate SST allows competing stakeholders to bolster their arguments,
strengthen their authority and inspire change in policy relevant issues”. In other
words, if science knowledge confers more authority than other knowledges (or
more authority than morals and values) then it will likely be used strategically and
selectively when groups disagree. Scientific uncertainty can also be used
strategically as reason for inaction or delayed action [Cordner, 2015; citing Oreskes
and Conway, 2011]. Even ignorance may be used this way, by avoiding filling
knowledge gaps that may undermine products or policies [Kleinman and
Suryanarayanan, 2013]. As Fähnrich [2018] has argued, non-science actors, such as
activists and NGOs (and other stakeholders) may not be willing to adhere to the
norms and value systems of science and science communication. As our research
demonstrates, within the ‘normal science frame’ strategic approaches to handling
research and scientific knowledge are to be expected, when complexity, controversy
and incomplete science characterise the issues at hand. As such, the likelihood of
‘schismogenesis’ with environmental or policy conflict is increased [Bateson, 1935;
Harrison and Loring, 2014]. Faced with public distrust of science the transition to
PNS approaches seems to be an imperative transition [Gluckman, 2015], despite
fears that transparency regarding uncertainties and the limitations of normal
science may provide ammunition for conflicting groups and further embed the
post-truth era. As van der Sluijs et al. [2005, p. 490] argue “Unrealistic expectations
of science as a provider of certainties increase the potential for loss of trust” thus
fears about misuse of PNS approaches need to be weighed against the risk of
increased societal mistrust in science and governance institutions.

Method

The research presents results from an ongoing project focused on how science and
other knowledge is handled within contentious environmental management
processes. Specifically, the project examines stakeholder participation in
management of Hector’s and Maui dolphins in New Zealand [Palliser and Dodson,
2017]. The research findings are derived from 51 stakeholder interviews conducted
in 2008 and in 2015/2016 as part of this project. This plan was established in 2008
and reviewed in 2012 and is the central management tool for mitigating threats to
these dolphins. In the initial stage of the research, interviewees were purposefully
sampled on the basis of their involvement in various stakeholder groups on Bank’s
Peninsula, on New Zealand’s South Island. These groups were connected to
marine and coastal resource use and conservation. A snowball technique was used
to discover and include stakeholders who did not affiliate to these groups but had
interests in marine and coastal resource use or conservation. In the second stage of
the research (2015/2016) interviewees were purposefully sampled on the basis of
their involvement in the 2012 TMP review as submitters during the public
consultation process. As far as possible, key representatives of differing
perspectives and organisations were included.
In 2008 (at the onset of the dolphin threat management planning process) 26
interviews were held with fishers, divers, government agency representatives,
conservation NGOs, iwi Māori11 and marine wildlife tour operators from the Banks
Peninsula area of South Island [Palliser, 2015].
11 Indigenous
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Table 1. List of Interviewees, 2015–2016.
Category
DOC representatives

Number
2

MPI representatives

3

Dolphin researchers
Conservation NGO
representatives

2
6

Iwi

4

Fishers

7

Representative of a N Island
Chamber of Commerce

1

Comment
Involved in running and reporting on the Māui risk
assessment discussed below
Including one MPI dolphin researcher and an attendee of
the risk assessment workshop
Involved in published abundance estimates work
NGOs from four different NGOs with connections to
marine environments (on North and South islands)
including Forest and Bird and Seawatch.
Including three people recommended by Kaitiaki Rōpū
Invercargill and one from Te Ohu Kaimoana
Three on North Island, four in Southland, including a
representative from Egmont Seafood

Table 2. List of Interviewees, 2008.
Category

Number

DOC

2

MPI (then Ministry of Fisheries)

1

Akaroa harbor taiapure
representatives
Akaroa Marine Protection
Society (conservation NGO)
Akaroa marine wildlife tour
operators
Akaroa commercial fishers
Akaroa Recreational
Fishing Club
Local divers

4

Comment
Local marine ranger and retired long term ranger in
district
Overall in charge of commercial fishing in Canterbury
region

3
5
5
2

Two current, 3 retired

3

In 2015 and 2016 25 interviews with fishers, government agency representatives,
iwi Māori, business representatives, dolphin researchers and NGO representatives,
from North and South Island NZ were conducted [Palliser and Dodson, 2017].
These interviews were conducted across New Zealand and concerned both the
overall TMP and the 2012 review of the Māui dolphin portion of this plan. All
interviews were conducted as semi-structured conversations, held either face to
face, or in some cases by telephone. Interviews lasted between 30min and 1 hour
and were transcribed prior to coding. Interview data was then coded and analysed
according to themes emerging from the data. The underlying assumptions during
data analysis were those held by post-normal science approaches, i.e. that all that
the information and perspectives of all interviewees were legitimate and should
meaningfully be incorporated into future approaches to dolphin threat
management.
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Given the focus of this paper, the central themes discussed here are stakeholder
distrust and the handling of scientific knowledge within the ongoing management
of Hector’s and Māui dolphins. Other aspects of the findings have been published
elsewhere [Palliser and Dodson, 2017]. This paper is explicitly focused on how
handling scientific knowledge can contribute to stakeholder conflict. We therefore
focus on dolphin abundance estimates and the contestation of these data as this
provides specific insight into these issues. Interview data were then contextualised
by publicly available policy documents, such as the TMP, relevant published
research and other relevant publicly available information, such as news media.

Results

a. Evidence of stakeholder distrust. Conflict regarding the management of
Hector’s dolphins appears entrenched, dating back to the 1980s, when a marine
mammal sanctuary was established to protect Hector’s dolphins around Bank’s
Peninsula on South Island, New Zealand.12 From time to time, this conflict
re-emerges resulting in significant community tension. Within the sanctuary
commercial set-netting was banned and stringent rules were imposed on
recreational set-netting [Dawson and Slooten, 1993]. During this period, both
Hughey [2000] and Parkin [1996] considered inadequate consultation and
negotiation with fishers had alienated this important group, undermining not only
dolphin conservation but also wider conservation initiatives. Interviews in the area
in 2008, found extreme fisher opposition, both towards fishing rules imposed and
towards researchers whose work supported the sanctuary designation [Palliser,
2015]. Fishers felt scapegoated by the public and misrepresented as dolphin-killers.
Several mocked the research that had underpinned sanctuary designation, saying it
was based on two PhD researchers trying to count dolphins from a small boat, and
some spoke of the unwillingness of researchers to engage with fishers. As one
interviewee reported:
. . . at the end of the day my boat is always here, and they really haven’t come and asked
a lot of questions. And my boat has always been open for them to come out and they
haven’t. And they’ve taken an on-line approach to it all. . . and we sort of say well stuff
you, you know (Fisher Interview, 2008).

Fishers and conservationists also voiced extreme distrust of each other as they
discussed another long-term and related conflict regarding establishing either a
marine reserve13 or a taiapure14 within the boundaries of the Banks Peninsula
sanctuary. One conservationist said the conflict had split the community, with
distrust on all sides, and that trying to establish community support for a measure
of marine protection was simply too difficult, commenting;
. . . it’s just not something that local communities can do. Nobody in their right mind
would take it on, it’s just too divisive (Conservationist Interview, 2008).
12 The

original sanctuary was etsablished in 1988, and extended in 2008 as a result of the TMP.
NZ marine reserves are no-take zones for perpetuity. Since 2008 marine protected areas policy
has altered the approach to protected area establishment. At the time of the interview, marine
reserves were generally established through community campaigns.
14 Taiapure are Māori fisheries management areas focused on sustainable use rather than no-take
protection.
13 In
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Similarly, a member of the taiapure committee said they would not allow
conservationists onto the committee because they found them to be biased and
entrenched in their position. Both conservationists and fishers considered the other
group had lied and manipulated scientific knowledge to suit their agenda. One
conservationist suggested that during this period there was no point using
scientific knowledge to argue their case because it was immediately refuted by the
opposing group presenting alternative scientific knowledge [Palliser, 2015].
While such extreme conflict may not be the case in other areas of New Zealand,
interviews during 2015–2016 strongly suggest continued distrust between
conservationist and fisher groups, as well as distrust from both factions towards
dolphin scientists and government agencies. Evidence of such distrust, especially
in fishers (whose compliance with rules established to protect dolphins is
imperative) and conservationists (who contribute to global media outputs through
conservation NGOs) is of concern because it may undermine both conservation
attempts and the social robustness of policy.
Small-scale coastal fishers interviewed in 2015–2016 reported considerable impact
as a result of rules imposed, impacts ranging from complete loss of livelihoods to
significant economic loss, as well as grief from losing family businesses. As one
fisher reported;
It’s killed us. We had a particularly good business; a very good little business running
. . . Rig quota was trading around about $15,000 a tonne prior to any of this malarkey
and we were paying $1.00 a kilo to lease it. Rig quota now – I had some offered to me
recently for $3,000 a tonne and we can currently lease it for about .20 cents (Fisher
Interviewee, 2015).

Fishers frequently voiced suspicion regarding the validity of some of the research
and anger at closures in areas they considered had no dolphins, a position
frequently based on long-term observation. They felt disregarded by government
agencies and inadequately consulted and informed.
So I have seen one Hector type dolphin since 1986 working on the inshore. I have never
seen one [Hector type dolphin] in Taranaki waters. I don’t perceive that there is a
threat in Taranaki. If these mammals were here I would have to review my stance, but
you can’t save what isn’t there; and that’s what we don’t seem to be able to get people
to understand, that we can’t save what isn’t here. If they were here we would have to
think about what we do. . . DOC have spent thousands and actually into hundreds of
thousands of dollars trying to find a Māui’s [sic] dolphin or a Hector dolphin in
Taranaki; plane flights, boat trips, observers and you name it. They can’t buy one for
love or money; they can’t buy one. They haven’t got them (Fisher Interviewee, 2015).

Conservationists also voiced suspicion about the validity of some dolphin research
and considered compliance by fishers with dolphin protection rules was
inadequately monitored. One said rules still favoured commercial fishers over
dolphin conservation and that fishers had been more than adequately consulted.
Other groups such as iwi, had very inadequate consultation. Some of the iwi
representatives interviewed were strongly in favour of the rules imposed; however,
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one voiced disapproval over consultation processes because these disregarded the
special role of iwi as treaty partners.15 This person said;
Well, in the future if something else was set then I would like to think that the iwi or
the tangata whenua [indigenous/people of the land] would sit on that board before
decisions were made and actually be part of the process of deciding how and when and
why and where. . . you know that would be our take [issue or concern] or our
considerations that need to be met. So in the future you know I think we need to be
involved from the get-go (Iwi Interviewee, 2015).

b. Dissemination of Hector’s dolphin population abundance estimates. A
significant amount of research has been done on these dolphins, with a range of
different approaches used to estimate abundance, range, trends, and habits, and
how different management scenarios may affect populations [e.g. N. Davis et al.,
2008; Gormley et al., 2012; Slooten and Dawson, 2016]. Despite this, reliable
estimations of population trends and rate of by-catch have not been established
[Tyre and Michaels, 2011]. There have been many abundance estimates since the
1980s, with Table 3 showing all estimates of total Hector’s population.16 The first
paper is a whole of NZ population estimate; the second two together form a whole
of South Island estimate, while the final paper is the last of three, which together
gives the most recent whole of South Island estimate.
Table 3 appears to show an increasing trend in Hector’s abundance and some fisher
interviewees voiced confusion about continual talk that the species was heading to
extinction when surveys showed it was increasing, at what appeared to some as
unusually high rates. Although in general fishers expressed a willingness to engage
with research findings, they expressed exasperation at what they perceived to be
politicisation of the issue. As one industry representative argued,
The problem. . . is industry likes a position of just running on science. It is difficult for
us to accept that the perceived world is different to the real world and the political
world worse than the perceived worl. . . We have tended always to try and position that
we want to work from a science position. And we have trouble because decisions don’t
always come that way (Fishing Industry Interviewee, 2015).

One Southland fisher had kept his boat and quota17 even though he had not been
allowed to fish since the 2008 rules came in,18 and hoped he would be allowed to
fish again as the latest survey shows a significantly higher population than
previous estimates. He said:
‘So yeah, and you hear figures bandied around about the population of Hector’s
dolphins now [but] how did they grow that quick if their reproduction rate is so low?!
(Fisher Interviewee, 2015)
15 Referring

here to the Treaty of Waitangi/Te Tiriti o Waitangi, the partnership treaty between the
Crown and Māori rangatira (chiefs) formed in 1840.
16 These estimates have been chosen as examples to inform the discussion; other abundance
estimates not included here are limited to certain areas.
17 In NZ, under the Quota Management System which manages NZ fisheries, a fisher can buy
quota, or the right to harvest a certain percentage of a fished species [Fishserve, 2016].
18 He said this was because he loved fishing and it was a family business, passed on from his dad.
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.18040205
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Table 3. Total abundance estimates for Hector’s dolphins.
Date
1988

Citation
Dawson &
Slooten

2004

Dawson,
Slooten,
Du Fresne,
Wade
&
Clements

2004

Slooten,
Dawson &
Rayment

2016

MacKenzie
& Clement

Method
Boat surveys all
around NZ coast
and
interviews
with fishers during
years 1984–88
Small boats surveys with some
helicopter
work.
South Island population on North,
South and East
coasts (not west
coast) during years
1997–2000. Survey
mainly to 4 n.m.
offshore with some
effort out to 10
n.m. offshore
Aerial surveys of
the West coast,
South Island during the year 2000.
Survey mainly to 4
n.m. offshore with
some effort out to
10 n.m.
Aerial
surveys
of South Island
Hector’s dolphins
between 2010 and
2015. Survey went
out to 20 n.m.
offshore.

Results
Total population on both islands of Hector’s and
Māui 3000–4000 animals. No indication of 95%
CI (Confidence Interval).∗ NB at this time the two
subspecies (Hector’s and Māui) had not yet been
identified as separate.
Hector’s dolphin abundance estimate for North,
South and East coast of South Island: 1880, 95%
CI 1384–2554.

This is the estimate for the west coast of South Island: 5,388 Hector’s dolphins. 95% CI 3613–8034.
Thus, using the data from the above paper, a total
S. Island population is estimated to be 7270 animals, 95% CI 5303–9966

This paper gives results for the West coast survey,
the final survey of several, which overall covered
the whole of South Island [for the other surveys
see MacKenzie and Clement, 2013].
The West coast population was estimated to be
5490 in summer and 5802 in winter. Drawing this
together with the other surveys the total population estimate for South Island became 14, 849 animals, 95% CI 11,923–18,492. Therefore, this research estimated the East coast population to be
significantly higher than previous estimates in the
same area.

∗ 95% CI or 95% confidence interval is a statistical measure that states a numerical range within which
the researchers are 95% sure contains the actual value. For example, a 95% CI of 1384–2554 for an
abundance estimate means there is 95% certainty the actual abundance lies within this range.

However, a dolphin researcher interviewee explained an increasing trend could not
be established because different methods had been used for each survey. The
researcher explained the inherent high uncertainties in abundance estimates means
even using the same method each time is unlikely to accurately determine a trend;
. . . from the scientists point of view getting trends is one of the hardest things to obtain.
We wouldn’t discuss trends at all unless we had about 40 or 50 years of data and then
you are looking at something really large scale so probably in the minds of the scientists
that would never be something that we would instigate. Our study was because it
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hadn’t been done in 10 years. Even with our study, we can’t say if the population has
grown because it’s just not fine scale enough (Dolphin Research Interviewee, 2016).

Consequently, it is considered better to use the best, most updated methods each
time money becomes available for a survey. This leads to both more refined survey
results, but incompatibility of methods over time. This information does not
appear to have been disseminated beyond the scientific community. In addition,
the uncertainties associated with these population estimates and the
methodological context are usually not disseminated widely, yet are generally
significant for understanding the research findings. Often the median value19 is the
figure given rather than the range of possibilities indicated by terms such as 95%CI
– the range within which an estimate is 95% likely. This makes the median value,
and therefore the certainty of scientific knowledge, appear more certain than if the
full range of uncertainties was presented [Palliser and Dodson, 2017].
c. Disagreement between researchers. The research also found evidence of
significant disagreement between researchers, and stakeholder knowledge being
actively shaped by the ways researchers present science to stakeholder audiences.
Communication between researchers and ENGOs20 can result in ENGOs taking on
board researcher opinions as fact. For example, one ENGO interviewee was very
disparaging towards the latest Hector’s abundance estimates [MacKenzie and
Clement, 2016, in Table 3],21 speaking of conversations with a university-based
researcher who had criticised the latest estimates, and who had asked the
International Whaling Commission to investigate them further. Regarding the
latest estimates and the IWC’s assessment the ENGO interviewee said:
That whole system of how they interpret their data is being examined at the IWC; they
have huge concerns about it’s about the methodology and its correctness basically
(ENGO Interviewee, 2016).

Searching further, we found a radio interview from a local radio station [Raglan
Community Radio, 2016],22 in which the same university-based dolphin researcher
was very critical of the MacKenzie and Clement [2016] estimates and the methods
used, saying the research had also been criticised by the IWC:
One of the estimates suggests that there’s seven billion Hector’s dolphins off the East
coast of South Island. . . .so that’s clearly wrong. . . .so they threw out the results that
they don’t like. . . and they take the average of the remaining estimates to come up with
an overall average estimate. And among the people who have looked at this work is the
Scientific Committee of the International Whaling Commission. And they have said
that the decisions that these researchers have made on which of the results to throw out
are arbitrary, you know subjective. . . University-based Researcher, Raglan
Community Radio Interview, 2016)
19 Statistical

analysis of the range of possible values for the population gives the median value.
environmental non-governmental organisation.
21 Clement and MacKenzie are not university-affiliated researchers; being from the Cawthron
Institute, NZ’s largest independent science organisation and a private consultancy firm respectively.
Their research was contracted by the Ministry for primary Industries, NZ.
22 Raglan is a small town on the west coast of North Island, with a community that has closely
identified itself with Māui dolphins and their conservation.
20 ENGO:
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However, what was not mentioned in the radio interview, and not discussed with
the authors by the ENGO interviewee, was the IWC had, in fact, commended the
latest estimates, considering them to be good enough to inform management
programs [International Whaling Commission, 2016, p. 15]. This is pointed out in a
comment from Mackenzie23 on the webpage where the interview can be found.24
In the radio interview, the university-based researcher also implied MacKenzie and
Clements had been pressured by MPI to produce results favourable to the MPI, and
saidthe government has a huge PR machine, which scientists cannot hope to
compete with,publicising politically valuable dolphin information, whileomitting
less favourable information , saying individual scientists cannot hope to compete
with such a PR machine.
The MacKenzie and Clement [2016] estimates have been widely disseminated in
New Zealand press [e.g. Weber, 2016] and on the MPI website, which says:
Research from the Cawthron Institute in August 2016 estimated the total South Island
population at almost 15,000. This is more than double previous estimates. The research
has been peer-reviewed and endorsed by scientists from the International Whaling
Commission Scientific Committee [Ministry for Primary Industries, 2019].

Notably however, most of the dolphin conservation NGO websites we examined
give population estimates for Hector’s dolphins of between 5000 and 7000 dolphins
[World Wildlife Fund, 2019; Forest and Bird, 2019; Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins
SOS, 2019]. New Zealand Whale and Dolphin Trust [2019] estimates a population
of 10, 000 animals, while Project Jonah [2019] a NZ conservation NGO is the only
one giving the latest estimate of around 15,000 animals. The Department of
Conservation website does not appear to give a population estimate for Hector’s
dolphins.25

Discussion

A current problem with science is that research which cannot produce definite
answers or results, such as the abundance estimates discussed here, cannot easily
be distinguished from research that can [Sarewitz, 2016]. The style of presentation
is the same, the work is peer reviewed in academic journals and while other
scientists may be able to quickly assess the uncertainties in the results,
policy-makers and citizens may be less able [Palliser and Dodson, 2017]. This is a
critical issue for public communication and engagement with science, especially as
it relates to science-for-policy. In our interviews, several fishers, conservationists
and one government agency representative criticised dolphin research papers, and
voiced distrust of researchers and government agencies, yet none of our
interviewees mentioned the uncertainties in the work they discussed.26 By
presenting research results in the style of ‘normal’ science, with the uncertainties
opaque to the public gaze [Wilson and Jacobsen, 2013], stakeholders assume the
median value presented is claiming more certainty than is actually the case.
Consequently, when they see the median values for population estimates
increasing over the decades, they assume this is an increasing trend. Furthermore,
23 Of

MacKenzie and Clement [2016].
https://archive.org/details/DrLizSlootenUnpickingTheMPIHectorsDolphinReport160823.
25 These websites were checked on 08.10.18.
26 Interviewees were not asked about uncertainties in research in order to avoid leading questions.
24 See
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the incompatibility of methods over time is seldom brought to the fore. The
implications arising from these uncertainties and inconsistencies, such as the way
they underpin the rationale for using different methods for estimating abundance,
are understood by dolphin scientists but not by stakeholders. This leaves
stakeholders ill-equipped to discuss the data in ways that could lead to socially
robust knowledge [Jasanoff, 2017; Risbey et al., 2005] and durable policy measures.
In this case, fishers discussed between themselves the apparent discrepancy
between the increasing trend and calls for increased dolphin protection from
scientists, concluding dolphin scientists had become biased advocates for dolphin
conservation. Consequently, fisher trust in dolphin science has been reduced.
When reading dolphin abundance estimate papers, it quickly becomes apparent
that the methods employed are too complex to be fully understood by non-experts.
Counting dolphins in the wild necessitates considering uncertainties arising from,
for example, dolphins being attracted to research vessels, or dolphins being
invisible underwater during the survey. It is trying to account for uncertainties
such as these, as well as uncertainties arising from decisions about survey patterns
(for example the grid pattern to be followed) that generate both the complex
statistical calculations seen in these papers and the often broad 95% confidence
intervals that are the final estimates.27 It may be unrealistic to expect scientists or
knowledge brokers to be able to convey in simple form the whole range of
complexity within papers such as these; however, some of the reasons for the
complexity and the uncertainty should be clearly explained in ways stakeholders
can understand. Gluckman [2017] suggests it is a combination of hubris and a lack
of understanding of their need to engage effectively with society, which prevents
scientists from including such explanations with their research outputs. Another
factor is within the normal science cultural frame, papers that are fully transparent
about the uncertainties involved may be less valued by policy-makers [Palliser and
Dodson, 2017] and are potentially more open to attack from opponent stakeholder
groups. Yet certainly in dolphin management in New Zealand, this needs to be
weighed alongside the lack of stakeholder trust in research resulting from a lack of
such transparency [van der Sluijs et al., 2005].
Inadequate transparency has also eroded the trust of conservationists. In this case,
a researcher voiced doubts about the latest abundance estimates to at least one
conservation NGO and during a radio broadcast, criticising the uncertainties
involved in the latest estimates but not acknowledging those in earlier estimates.
The papers shown in Table 3 illustrate the high uncertainties in both the 2004 and
the 2016 results (95%CI 5303–9966 and 95%CI 11923–18492 respectively) so that the
top of the range in the first estimate lies fairly close to the bottom of the range in the
second. Thus explaining the uncertainties in all estimates would have been more
beneficial in terms of informing stakeholders and generating socially robust
knowledge [van der Sluijs et al., 2005]. Additionally, the radio interviewee did not
explain the IWC endorsement of the latest studies. This strong stand against the
latest estimates, along with the misleading information about IWC endorsement,
could reasonably be expected to lead to public mistrust of the latest estimates, the
researchers who produced them and the MPI, who commissioned the research. In
addition, well-informed stakeholders are likely to judge the radio interviewee to be
27 During the 2008 TMP development a paper by N. Davis et al. [2008] was considered the TMP
Advisory Group to be so complex and impenetrable as to require a supplementary summary.
Ultimately the Advisory Group found the results of the analysis to be too uncertain to be usable.
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using information strategically to support one perspective, as evidenced by the
comments made on the radio website and as discussed by Cordner [2015]. This
arguably ‘post-truth’ style of information dissemination is likely to erode
stakeholder trust in dolphin researchers and government agencies.
The radio interviewee said scientists could not hope to compete with government
PR machines, so maybe was trying to redress this perceived government bias by
selecting information that was biased in the opposite way. Another factor may be
that the researcher was operating from a normal science cultural frame, arguing the
earlier estimate should be chosen as the most reliable one that should inform policy.
However, a PNS frame argues both sets of estimates are important and incomplete
understandings, and should be available for deliberation by stakeholders [Stirling,
2010]. Rather than deliberate over which methods, analysis and interpretation is
correct, it would be more fruitful to have an open conversation about uncertainties
and methodological differences. As Stirling [2010, p. 4] notes: “it is the single
definite representations of science that are most vulnerable to political
manipulation”. A PNS approach would have consciously sought to avoid the
further erosion of stakeholder trust resulting from the alignment of conservation
NGOs with the perspectives of the radio interviewee. Because this did not happen,
the polarisation and conflict between conservationists and fishers is likely to have
been inflamed. Conservation NGOs, distrusting the latest estimates, have not
mentioned them on their websites, while fishers who see this exclusion from
conservation websites, have further reason to distrust conservationists, their
knowledge and dolphin researchers. Indeed, at several junctures in the ongoing
controversy over dolphin management and the handling of dolphin science,
deepening polarisation, or schismogenesis [Bateson, 1935; Harrison and Loring,
2014] is evident. As we have suggested, the maintenance of a ‘normal science
frame’, when a shift to post-normal approaches is warranted, contributes to this
polarisation and raises the possibilities of strategic handling and usage of science.
Several significant conservation NGO websites, appear to be following the model
presented in the radio interview, strategically presenting selected information
about Hector’s abundance to support their own perspectives. In this way these
organisations run the risk of reinforcing the perception of bias. The MPI website
shows a firm support for the latest estimate, while DOC, by not mentioning
Hector’s abundance estimates, is maybe refusing to align with any estimate.
Radio interviews and other forms of media engagement by scientists discussing
disagreements between researchers may be valuable for increasing stakeholder
understanding, but only if interviewees can accept divergent perspectives [Beebe
et al., 2018] and are able to communicate issues of uncertainty and complexity
effectively. Gluckman [2017] explains scientists can be both knowledge brokers and
advocates, yet should be explicit regarding which roles they are playing and not go
beyond their bounds of expertise. In this case the radio interviewee could be
criticised on both counts; values, perspectives and science are presented without
clear distinctions between them [Wilson, 2009].
It would seem the Hector’s and Māui management in NZ has not adequately
engaged with calls for increased stakeholder deliberation in complex and
controversial environmental management problems. While stakeholder groups
such as RAG and AEWG are present, they are excluded from decision-making.
These groups make suggestions for future research, which clearly does not address
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.18040205
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the issues we are discussing. Also the perspectives, values and practical knowledge
of fishers and conservationists on the ground can only be presented via public
submissions, which have been shown to have significant limitations [Senecah,
2004]. Several interviewees said iwi should have been involved at an earlier stage
of the decision-making process and early involvement has been shown to increase
stakeholder trust in decisions [Glasbergen, 2002]. Indeed, within New Zealand,
protocol and processes used in hui28 could provide a useful template for
stakeholder deliberation approaches [Goven et al., 2012] as could the collaborative
learning approach discussed by Daniels and Walker [2012].
Social science researchers, along with other non-science stakeholders, may be
reluctant to engage with uncertainties in natural science papers, especially if the
ways these are presented are only comprehensible to other natural scientists.
However PNS approaches are clear that research used to inform policy should be
accessible to well-educated non-experts [Saltelli and Funtowicz, 2014]. Thus it
appears timely for a call for environmental and science communication scholarship
to engage with the uncertainties in opaque scientific papers, calling for increased
transparency regarding uncertainties, knowledge gaps and divergent scientific
opinion. In this way science may be able to avoid post-truth style conflicts over
contentious science and science-based decision-making and contribute towards
rebuilding trust in science.

Conclusion

It seems that the core of the post-truth type of information discussed here is an
unwillingness to engage openly and adequately with the uncertainties inherent in
scientific work of this nature, with all parties appearing wary of opening these to
the public gaze. Excellent science is producing the best possible estimates of
dolphin abundance, but this fact becomes lost in a sea of attempts to shore up
inevitable uncertainties. The fear of breaking the illusion of certainty is
understandable; if stakeholders and policy-makers understand the uncertainties,
knowledge gaps and scientific dispute, some may argue the science has little value
[Palliser and Dodson, 2017; Stirling, 2010; van der Sluijs et al., 2005]. Other forms of
knowledge, such as local or indigenous knowledge, may enter more forcefully into
policy deliberations. However, this has to be weighed against the risk of
undermining trust in government institutions and producing knowledge that lacks
social robustness [Saltelli and Funtowicz, 2014; van der Sluijs et al., 2005]. In the
case of Hector’s and Māui dolphin management in New Zealand, open
deliberation, conducted in appropriate fora, that acknowledges inevitable
uncertainties, knowledge gaps and scientific disagreement is lacking. Instead
science outputs hide uncertainties from the public gaze behind opaque statistical
methods, while some scientists and NGOs select knowledge that supports their
perspectives. This approach risks creating increased conflict between stakeholder
groups, increased fisher opposition to conservation initiatives and increased
likelihood of post-truth types of information dissemination.
Complex studies, such as the abundance estimates discussed here, provide
important contributions to many environmental issues, yet when science is
assumed to hold a privileged position, equitable decision-making is undermined
28 Hui

are meetings held on marae, Māori land and holdings. They follow certain protocols
designed for deliberation of issues.
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[Ulrich and Reynolds, 2010]. PNS advocates for deliberating science and other
knowledges in equitable ways; however, opaque, complex scientific studies create a
barrier to deliberation. Environmental and science communication scholarship
must call for such studies to explain uncertainties and assumptions before they are
used to inform policy; then with greater transparency about inherent uncertainties,
stakeholders can deliberate science knowledge to determine what it can contribute
to decision-making.
As discussed widely in the PN-science arena, when only uncertain science is
possible, the value of other knowledges is raised and the affected public have the
right to examine all uncertain knowledge to determine which best can inform
policy [Jasanoff, 2017]. Consequently, public involvement in both knowledge
production and the deliberation of knowledge being used to inform management is
essential.
Currently in New Zealand the conservation of Hector’s and Māui dolphins is being
framed as a war to save the species from fishing threats.29 It is an issue which has
certainly produced entrenched positions. However, conflicts necessitate opponents;
framing groups of stakeholders as opponents reduces the likelihood they will work
together to share understandings and protect dolphins. Consequently, it may be
better to re-frame, to produce and disseminate knowledge that is transparently
clear regarding uncertainties, dilemmas, disagreements and knowledge gaps,
trusting that the public, governance institutions and scientists can learn new ways
to work together with inevitable frustrations and uncertainties, ways that do not
resort to ‘post-truthing’ to promote their perspectives.
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